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You may have heard about an artist called Vincent van Gogh who chopped off his own earÇ  but there 
is a great deal more to his story. One of the most famous and infl uential artists in historyÇ  he produced 
some of the most recognizable and popular art in the world. He lived during an incredibly exciting 
period in the history of art and played an important role in the development of the art movement 
known as Postó Impressionism. 

Van Goghí s most famous works are from the tenó year period between 1880 and 1890 Ç  when he was  
at his most creative. He paintedÇ  among hundreds of other worksÇ  Sunfl owersÇ  The Starry NightÇ   
The BedroomÇ  A Wheatfi eld with CypressesÇ  and CafÈ  Terrace at Night. He also completed 
many selfó portraitsÇ  the most famous of which is his Self ó Portrait with Bandaged EarÇ  which  
can be seen on the foldó out timeline at the back of the book.



In this book you will discover the techniques 
that make Van Goghí s work so distinctive 
and complete activities to practise some of 
the masterí s methods for yourself.

It was also during this time that Van Gogh began 
to struggle with his mental health. In 1888 Ç  after an 
argument with his friendÇ  the artist Paul GauguinÇ  
he chopped off part of his ear and was admitted to a 
psychiatric hospital. Despite the deterioration in his 
healthÇ  he continued to paint almost obsessively until 
his death in 1890. 

Art historians think that Van Gogh sold only one 
paintingÇ  The Red Vineyard at ArlesÇ  in his lifetimeÇ  
yet he is now considered one of the greatest artists of 
all time.

Some of the activities will give you a clear 
direction and a lot of guidance to help youÇ  
while others ask you to explore the techniques 
more freely and creatively. 

You can practise the techniques described in 
this book and in your personal sketchbook to 
create your own Van Goghó inspired artwork.
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Impressionist artists left their studios and painted scenes from everyday 
life on the spot. Postó Impressionist artists got their name because they 

were influenced byÇ  and then rebelled againstÇ  the Impressionists. 

Postó Impressionists wanted their work to express meaning and emotionÇ  
 rather than to capture scenes realistically. They did this by using boldÇ   
simple coloursÇ  and simplifi ed or stylized shapes. They tried to capture  
nonó visual elements in their paintingsÇ  such as an atmosphere or a noise.

Van Gogh is described as a ë Post ó Impressionistí Ç  alongside artists such as  
 C È zanneÇ  Gauguin and Toulouse ó Lautrec. All painted at the end of the  
          19th centuryÇ  and some into the 20th century. Postó Impressionism  
                             is often said to be the foundation of modern art.
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6an 8oghí s night scenes have a mysticalÇ   
dreamó like qualityÇ  inspired by his interest  in the connection between dreams and realityÇ   between things he observed and things he imagined.
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6an 8ogh obsessively painted the night sky.
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